
ONCOLOGIC EMERGENCIES

PICU DIVISION
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HYPERLEUKOCYTOSIS

� DEFINITION :

� WBC > 200.000/µL in AML

� WBC > 300.000/µL in ALL

� WBC > 600.000/µL in CML� WBC > 600.000/µL in CML
(Kelly KM, Lange B: Oncologic emergencies, Pediatr Clin Nort Am 44:809, 1997)

� WBC > 100.000/µL  from peripheral blood smear
(Buku ajar hemato-onkologi anak)
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HIPERLEUKOCYTOSIS…

� The pathophysiology of hyperleukocytosis relates to 

marked elevation in blood viscosity, affected by both  

the sum of erythrocyte and leucocyte volumes and the 

deformability of cells

� Significantly  elevated numbers of leucocytes result in 

aggregation of leucocytes and obstruction of small 

vessels, reduced perfusion of the microcirculation, 

and vascular stasis
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� Extreme elevation of blasts is associated with 
increased risk of intracranial parenchymal
hemorrhage, typically in multiple lesions in white 
matter� may rupture into ventricle or 
subarachnoid space

HIPERLEUKOCYTOSIS…

� Hyperleukocytosis is one of the etiology of high 
incidence of relaps in acute leukemia

� In the other condition, it can cause severe 
complication that can cause life threatening �
need rapid intervention (categorized as oncologic 
emergency)
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KINDS  OF  HYPERLEUKOCYTOSIS COMPLICATIONS

� Leukocytostasis Syndrome 

� It happens due to the plugging of small cerebral 

vessels by blasts

� It may causes local hypoxia and vessel destruction � It may causes local hypoxia and vessel destruction 

or invasion  of the blood vessels by growth  of 

leukemia cells (leukemic nodules)
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EXAMINATIONS OF HYPERLEUKOCYTOSIS

� Blood routine exam

� Peripheral  blood smear

� Arterial measurement of oxygenation rather 

than pulse oxymetrithan pulse oxymetri

� Elevated serum lactate level � early sign of 

microcirculatory failure

� Chest x-ray � may normal or reveal diffuse 

interstitial infiltrates (pulmonary leukostasis)
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THERAPIES

� Hydration, alkalinization, and allopurinol �

used in ALL and WBC > 100.000/µL (showed 

81% reduction of WBC within 36 hours without 

pulmonary and neurologic complications)pulmonary and neurologic complications)

� Aggressive th/ with FFP and vit. K � to correct 

coagulopathy and maintain platelet count         

< 20.000/µL is critical
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THERAPIES….

� Exchange transfusion and leukapheresis

� to rapidly lower WBC

� Avoid diuretic and PRC transfusion
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TUMOR  LYSIS SYNDROME (TLS)

� TLS refers to any of a number of metabolic 

abnormalities that occur as a result of tumor 

cell death, either spontaneously or related to 

treatment  interventiontreatment  intervention

� Typically, initiation of chemoth/ for rapidly 

growing tumors that are sensitive to 

antineoplastic drugs results in release of the 

intracellular contents into circulation
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� Release of intracellular potassium  ang organis
and inorganic phosphates  � hyperkalemia
and hyperphosphatemia

� Hyperphosphatemia in turn leads to 

TUMOR  LYSIS SYNDROME (TLS) …

� Hyperphosphatemia in turn leads to 
hypocalcemia

� Hyperuricemia is caused by the rapid 
breakdown of nucleic acid � especially 
because many chemotherapeutic regimens 
target deoxyribonucleic acid
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HYPERKALEMIA

� Hyperkalemia represent the most life-

threatening dearangements of TLS

� At plasma potassium concentration >6,5 

mmol/L could show clinical manifestations mmol/L could show clinical manifestations 

such as : 

� Asystole , ventriculat tachycardia, and ventricular 

fibrillation 

� weakness, paresthesias, muscle cramps, nausea, 

vomiting, and diarrhea
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THERAPY  OF  HYPERKALEMIA

� Cation exchanges resins given either orally or 
rectally to bind potassium through the bowel

� IV Ca gluconate to antagonize the action of 
potassium on cardiac myocytes

Sodium bicarbobate to correct acidosis � shifting � Sodium bicarbobate to correct acidosis � shifting 
potassium into cells

� Insulin and glucose

� Diuretic therapy to enhance excretion

� Dialysis 
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HYPERPHOSPHATEMIA AND  HYPOCALCEMIA

� Usually results  in renal insufficiency after 

precipitation with calcium in renal tubules

� The serum calcium concentration rapidly 

decreases as precipitation with phosphate decreases as precipitation with phosphate 

occurs

� Hypocalcemia secondary to tumor lysis

syndrome has been associated with the 

development of severe muscle cramping, 

tetany, and cardiac arrhytmias
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THERAPY 

� Phosphate binders such as aluminium antacids 

decrease the gut absorbtion of phosphate

� Usually, treatmnet of hyperphosphatemia

corrects any hypocalcemiacorrects any hypocalcemia

� Calcium itself should not be administered 

(except for cases of hyperkalemia) because it 

may increase the calcium x phosphate solubility 

products, resulting in metastatic tissue 

calcification and nephrocalcinosis
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HYPERURICEMIA

� Clinical manifestation : nausea, vomiting, 

diarrhea, or hematuria

� As urate crystal deposition occurs in the distal 

renal tubule, other symptoms of renal failure renal tubule, other symptoms of renal failure 

ensue, including edema, oliguria, anuria, flank 

pain, and lethargy
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THERAPY

� Alkalinization with sodium bicarbonate favors 

ionization of uric acid to maximize its solubility

� Urine pH >7 is sought, but caution not to overly 

alkalinize patientalkalinize patient

� Allopurinol, an inhibitor of xanthine oxidase, 

should be administered at dose depending on 

renal clearence
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LABORATORIES FOR TLS

� Abnormal serum levels of :

� uric acid, 

� electrolytes, 

� and creatinin with clinical tumor lysis syndrome � and creatinin with clinical tumor lysis syndrome 

(association of acute renal failure and /or 

hyperkalemia)
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THERAPY FOR TLS

� Hydration therapy (using hypotonic or isotonic 

saline), 

� should begin as soon as possible to allow 24 to 48 

hours prior to initiation of chemotherapy if possible hours prior to initiation of chemotherapy if possible 

and should continue 48 to 72 hours after 

completion of chemotherapy

� Hypotonic saline solution should be used when the 

urinary sodium concentration is <150 mEq/L  � to 

reduce the risk of uric acid supersaturation
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THERAPY FOR TLS …

� Mannitol � should be considered if sufficient 

diuresis cannot be achieved with IV hydration 

alone

� Avoidance of : exogenous potassium, � Avoidance of : exogenous potassium, 

potassium-sparing diuretics, angiotensin-

converting enzym inhibitors, angiotensin II 

receptor blockers, heparin, and agent that 

block tubular reabsorption of uric acid
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THANK  YOUTHANK  YOUTHANK  YOUTHANK  YOUTHANK  YOUTHANK  YOUTHANK  YOUTHANK  YOU
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